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Introduction
Learning gives creativity, creativity leads to thinking, thinking provides knowledge and knowledge makes
you great.”
In the voyage of the discovery of excellence in the field of education, our endeavour of focusing on integral,
sustainable, holistic growth and development of lifelong skills and values of 21st century alive in our
thought, word and action continues.
Take a glimpse of major happenings that defined the academic year 2021-22 for Rajagiri Seashore CMI
School.

Teacher’s Orientation/ Webinar
In the academic year 2021-22, the teachers of RSCS have attended almost 31 webinars like nurturing
creativity, future life skill art integration, competency based learning, changes in assessments pattern
(CBSE) etc. which have indeed helped in bringing out their full potential while teaching. By attending these
webinars the teachers have developed better skills for teaching that allowed them to execute their jobs with
more efficiency.

RSCS organized Parents orientation
The event witnessed around 85% attendance thus displaying enthusiastic interest among parents for the
smooth working and progress of the school. The main objective of the orientation was to create a common
platform, where teacher and parents come together to discuss student’s performance and devise ways to
enrich their learning experience. Parents were encouraged to appreciate student’s participation in all
academic activities. This helped to create the necessary consciousness among parents to stimulate their
interest in the students and the school. They gave their view points and suggestions to teachers regarding the
school and its development. Hand outs were personally given to each parent to enlighten them about vision,
mission, core values and objectives. The meeting helped to create better understanding between parents and
teachers and build harmonious relationship between the school and the community."
Our Celebrations
We at Rajagiri Seashore, celebrate all the festivals. Along with that we celebrated the National festival that
stands apart, as their celebration brings an unparalleled enthusiasm and excitement in students and teachers.
They also help in nurturing the feeling of national integration and patriotism among the young generation.
We celebrated Independence Day, Republic day etc. with much enthusiasm.

Mode of class
In the month of May 2021, we collected a data of feedback from the parents regarding their willingness to
send their wards to school and based on their response the classes for the academic year 2021-22 was held
through Online mode ie, through 'Google Meet' platform. When there was change in the pandemic scenario
and the parents were ready to send their wards to school, we conducted 'Hybrid Classes' in the months of
January, February and March.

Mode of Examination
We conducted two Periodic tests and two Term examinations in the academic year 2021-22. Periodic tests
and the First Terminal exam was held online. The Second terminal exam ie, Final examination (March 2022)
was held Offline, 95% of students attended this examination.
Competitions
Rajagiri Seashore CMI School organised a variety of competitions to keep the students engaged and to
keep their spirits high during the pandemic period. Several competitions were held throughout the year
under the category of 'Splash 2021-2022' and ‘IHSC’ - (Inter House Creativity Contest).
Recruitments
Taking in account the need of recruiting additional teachers for the successful working of the organisation,
10 additional teachers were recruited in the academic year 2021-22.
Annual Day
Rajagiri Seashore CMI School celebrated its 7th Annual day on 23rd December 2021.
It was an occasion that served as a platform for students to exhibit their unique talents and build their
confidence. We celebrated the 7th Annual day with great enthusiasm virtually.
The event rejoiced the
accomplishment of a fruitful academic year despite all the challenges. The efforts of the students, teachers
and parents resulted in the success of the Annual Day, 2021-2022

Open House
Open House was conducted in 'Offline mode' this year. Parents had come to school to meet the teachers and
they were given ample time to talk to the class teacher and subject teachers. Arrangements were done in
school for the same respecting Covid protocols.

Meetings
SMC meetings and PTA meetings were held in the academic year 2021-22 through ‘Online mode’ to ensure
parental involvement and parental support. The overall outcome of these meetings were fruitful and
gratifying.

Textbooks
Following CBSE rules and guidelines our school opted NCERT textbooks which offers in-depth knowledge
in easy language for the academic year 2021-22.

Innovative Practices
Daily news updates was sent to children through WhatsApp and based on this, GK Quiz was held monthly
to check their knowledge about current affairs. This will in turn make them competent and updated in future.
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